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ABSTRACT 
“Dusting Off that Old Projector: Preservation through Projection” makes the case 
that institutions that hold film prints and projectors—especially rarities, one-offs, 
and nonstandard gauges—should consider projecting films in an effort to preserve 
and perpetuate knowledge about the history of film technology. The authors use the 
success of Home Movie Day as a model for considering preservation through pro-
jection and to question absolutist protective strategies. Their aim is to expand the 
way that archivists, scholars, and the general public think about the significance of 
unusual film formats and equipment in relation to film history. 
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Film archives recognise that their primary commitment is to preserve the materials in their care, 
and—provided always that such activity will not compromise this commitment—to make them 
permanently available for research, study, and public screening. 

International Federation of Film Archives (FIAF), Code of Ethics1

What is the point of saving historical film equipment if nobody uses 
it? What should happen to the film meant to be projected using such 

equipment, especially irregular film gauges that were invented for exclusive 
use in a single machine? And what if the prevailing approach to the preser-
vation of film via digital reformatting and print storage results in an almost 
complete loss of knowledge about how to use early film technology, especially 
unique formats, so that their demonstration eventually becomes impossible? 

These questions need to be discussed and acted upon within the film archi-
val community, whose role to protect and provide access to historical collections 
necessitates considering modes of use and engagement that are sometimes at 
odds with, or at least deviate from, prevailing preservation standards. In recent 
years, film archives and museums have rarely practiced the use of historical 
projection technology outside of 35mm and 16mm. This stands in contrast to 
the media archaeology community, which prioritizes the use of historical tech-
nology. Although focused on computing, Dr. Lori Emerson’s Media Archaeology 
Lab at the University of Colorado at Boulder defines itself as “a place for hands-
on, cross-disciplinary experimental research, teaching and artistic practice 
using a collection of thousands of still-functioning but obsolete tools, software, 
hardware, platforms from the late nineteenth century through the twenty first 
century.” Emerson’s lab considers a thorough understanding of the technology 
of the past as essential to understanding its present and future uses.2 It was 
created as a reaction against “the tendency” to use “static exhibits that display 
the outside and surfaces of these artifacts rather than their unique, material, 
operational insides.” 

The Media Archaeology Lab functions as a form of resistance, “as a way 
to avoid reinstating a model of media history that tends toward narratives of 
progress and generally ignores neglected, failed, or dead media.”3 In their writ-
ing about “hands on media history,” John Ellis and Nick Hall make the point 
that “An encounter with the technologies of the past, once equally familiar but 
now fallen into disuse, will more readily reveal the double sided relationship 
between machines and people, bodies and tools, perceptions and potentials.” 
Hands-on use rejects the erasure of technology “into black boxes or into the 
virtuality of data” by promoting the “physical exploration of objects liberated 
from their display cases.”4

This compelling argument has not made much impact in the world of 
film archives, especially regarding idiosyncratic and small-gauge film, which is 
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our focus here. It has long been the understanding in the archival world that, 
as Paolo Cherchi Usai put it nearly thirty years ago, “a restoration is complete 
when the final result reflects what is to have been the original concept of the 
film.”5 This conception of film preservation privileges the content of a film, not 
its original format nor its exhibition mechanism. To preserve, restore, or recon-
struct a film, the process of duplication is, of course, inevitable and useful. This 
once meant copying the film (often nitrate) over to safety film; today it usually 
means digitizing. Whatever the method, ensuring that the preserved work can 
reach the most people influences what format it is duplicated onto and there-
fore what the original or archival film material is transformed into. 

Of course, preservation practices change over time and are subject to 
ongoing reconsideration. One of the first articles about film preservation pub-
lished by Alex J. Philip in 1912 recommended keeping films in airtight contain-
ers; archivists now store films in vented containers.6 In the 1950s, British Film 
Institute (BFI) preservation officer Harold Brown built a film printer to convert 
many of the unusual early film formats in the BFI’s collection onto 35mm safety 
stock.7 Around the same time, the Library of Congress undertook a similar proj-
ect with its extensive paper print collection, using a handmade printer with 
which Kemp Niver copied 35mm paper prints onto 16mm safety stock.8 Niver 
opted for 16mm film to ensure easy access because, at that time, 16mm was the 
most common format used to exhibit films at universities and film societies and 
by private film collectors. This practice of using whatever format is most conve-
nient or accessible at the time of preservation is the norm. However, Paul Read 
and Mark-Paul Meyer’s 2000 book on film restoration argues the importance of 
“maintain[ing] as much as possible the original format of the film.”9 Consider 
this logic against Giovanna Fossatti’s argument nine years later that it is more 
important to maintain a film’s original look than its original format.10 

While it is illogical and impractical to attempt to return everything to its 
original state, for example restoring older 35mm film back onto nitrate film 
stock, this article considers films that were released only on unusual formats 
such as 3, 17.5, or 28mm.11 Modern principles of restoration erase precisely what 
is most special and interesting about these technologies. If archives holding 
such materials do not possess the means to create new preservation copies of 
films on nonstandard film stock, they typically do what they do for all film for-
mats: digitize them for ease of access, focusing on the content and not the form. 
But, we argue here that they should also continue to exhibit the film on original 
equipment to counteract the erasure of the very aspects of cinema history they 
are attempting to preserve. 
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Preservation and Projection

In his discussions about the ontology of the moving image, philosopher 
Noel Carroll argues that “Broken Blossoms by D. W. Griffith—is not destroyed 
when any of the prints are destroyed, including the negative or master. Indeed, 
all the prints can be destroyed and the film will survive if a laser disk does, 
or if a collection of photos of all the frames does.”12 This type of content-cen-
tric conceptualization was used in the 1999 government arbitration over the 
famous Abraham Zapruder home movie that captured the assassination of John 
F. Kennedy. As Sam Kula points out, government appraisers argued that “the 
value of the film lay in the images, not in the 6 foot strip of celluloid that the 
government seized in 1992.”13 Although the archival community has engaged in 
significant and long-standing conversations about “intrinsic value in archival 
material,” as the National Archives’ 1982 staff information paper refers to it, 
archivists still tend to privilege content over form.14 Most content-centric film 
preservation thinking seems to reinterpret or ignore protocols suggested in 
the 1980 UNESCO “Recommendation for the Safeguarding and Preservation of 
Moving Images,” which includes the following:

c) maintain in good condition the equipment, some of which may no longer 
be in general use but which may be necessary for the reproduction and pro-
jection of material preserved or, should that not prove possible, ensure that 
the moving images concerned are transferred onto another material support 
permitting their reproduction and projection.15

This section can be interpreted in different ways. It could suggest that copies 
should be made of everything that can be projected in whatever fashion is most 
accessible. Or it could be taken to mean that archives should maintain equip-
ment for the purpose of projecting nonstandard formats because their unique-
ness is precisely the quality that makes them historically interesting. 

Film preservation has been almost entirely focused on saving the content 
of film and not the means of making or projecting it. It is difficult to imagine 
those in the print library and archival professions adopting such a content-cen-
tric disposition toward first editions or manuscripts, not to mention art histo-
rians in relation to original works of art. Consider this logic applied to a Kindle 
version of H. G. Wells’s The Time Machine to argue that no resources are needed 
to save an 1895 copy of the book or the original manuscript submitted for pub-
lication because it is really only the words that matter.16 This attitude frequently 
prevails in relation to moving image archiving, and it impacts the way archives 
treat historical projection equipment by funneling resources primarily to the 
preservation of (largely theatrical) films, which have become the primary film 
historical artifacts that the general public experiences and that film scholars 
study. Although recent years have seen an increase in funding for and attention 
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to nontheatrical and small-gauge films, and certain archives (especially univer-
sity or regional archives) tend to contain little if any 35mm film material, funds 
still disproportionately flow to theatrical film preservation with the outcome of 
digitization.

One recent example of film preservation bears consideration here. 
Vitaphone was a sound-on-disc technology introduced by Warner Bros. and 
Western Electric in 1926. The Vitaphone system used an amplified recorded 
disc system (not unlike a record player) that was synchronized (when it worked 
properly) to moving images projected utilizing the full 1.33:1 silent aspect ratio. 
In 1991, Ron Hutchinson began conducting a global search for early Vitaphone 
discs so that they could be reunited with their celluloid mates, which resulted 
in “the restoration of over 140 shorts, and over a dozen feature films.”17 This 
project accomplished the extraordinary task of bringing wedded Vitaphone 
sound and image content to new audiences. But, because audiences today rarely 
experience Vitaphone shorts as sound-on-disc projections, Vitaphone has been 
de-historicized by the restoration practice of removing the sound from the ana-
logue disc and marrying it to the image digitized from the film material. The 
result is that not only does the sound get to the viewer differently, whether it 
is from a newly struck 35mm film print (which alters the image to the 1.37:1 
sound aspect ratio) or Blu-Ray, but the Vitaphone system itself is marginal-
ized, reduced to an abstraction. As wonderful as it is that Vitaphone sound and 
image content can reach an audience again, this is only part of what matters 
about the system. While it is, of course, preposterous to imagine trying to share 
Vitaphones with audiences only by using the original system, archives that hold 
original Vitaphone materials and the means to play and project them should 
consider doing so.

Wolfgang Ernst makes a related point in his discussion of media archae-
ology and sound. Discussing an approach to providing digital access to Albert 
Lord’s 1950s wire spool audio recording technology, he notes that “Most of Albert 
Lord’s wire spools have been transferred to tape. The wire recording device from 
the early 1950s in the collection is not functional anymore. In such migrations 
between hard and software, at any point cultural memory runs the risk of being 
interrupted.”18 As with the digitization of the Vitaphone shorts, access is greatly 
increased through content migration while knowledge is simultaneously lost. 
Discussing Edison’s wax cylinders, Ernst makes the point that “Digital memory 
ignores the aesthetic differences between audio and visual data and makes one 
interface (to human ears and eyes) emulate another.”19 One might argue also 
that the act of digital dissemination creates a complacency that risks perma-
nently erasing our understanding of film’s technological past.

Using historical projectors to show old film is something of a lacuna in 
the field of moving image archiving outside of 35 and 16mm. Although largely 
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focused on digital access to historical film, in her book Saving Cinema, Caroline 
Frick claims that access is itself preservation.20 Frick’s argument, which was 
controversial in some circles at the time of her book’s release in 2011, is per-
tinent to the case we make here about demonstration as a component of film 
preservation.21 Film archivists should learn how to use historical machines in 
their collections to demonstrate them to colleagues, scholars, and the general 
public. Film archives should encourage the use of their equipment with their 
film collections. Not unlike the digital preservation concept of “Lots of Copies 
Keep Stuff Safe” (LOCKSS), the concept of shared knowledge and resources for 
maintaining and using old projection equipment is relatively simple, but it 
requires a change of mindset about the appropriate uses of collections and 
necessitates that archivists invest in moving images beyond their content. 

Archivist Snowden Becker argues that “projection of unpreserved mate-
rials risks violating a public trust.”22 But, once an archives has digitally pre-
served a film, the benefit of projecting historical film significantly outweighs 
the risks—primarily of breakage or scratching—incurred through the act of pro-
jection. We encourage archivists to reconsider how they define preservation 
when it comes to historical film equipment and the films meant to be projected 
with this equipment. Protecting and saving is the central ethos of all archives. 
But, as the FIAF Code of Ethics suggests, artifacts that are saved should also be 
exhibited: “archives will seek to achieve the closest possible approximation to 
the original viewing experience.”23 Part of being able to research or study film 
history relies upon seeing historical film technology in action. This approach 
might be considered in the context of what UNESCO refers to as “intangible cul-
tural heritage.” Archives with relevant collections should reconsider the scope 
of uses that they allow with this in mind.24 

There is no doubt that the methods of preservation through use risk pos-
sible damage to unique or rare materials. But, with cautious, skilled use, these 
risks are worth taking given the benefits of knowledge creation and dissemina-
tion. Discussing evolving book preservation approaches in the 2000 Handbook 
for Digital Projects, Paul Conway acknowledges the methods of “Preservation OR 
Access,” “Preservation AND Access,” “Preservation IS Access,” and “Preservation 
OF Access.”25 In the field of moving image archiving, this should include 
“Preservation AND Projection”: preserving motion picture equipment with the 
aim of continuing to use it with film.

Use It or Lose It: The Case of Home Movies

Discussions of preservation through use rarely appear as central concerns 
in the film archival community except in relation to certain collection sub-
sets such as home movies. Once widely produced by individuals in an array of 
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small-gauge formats, home movies documented families, communities, travels, 
local events, and, on occasion—as in the aforementioned case of the Zapruder 
footage of John F. Kennedy’s assassination—important historical moments. 
Snowden Becker, one of the founders of the Center for Home Movies, has advo-
cated for “an approach [to dealing with home movies] that puts preservation and 
access on parallel tracks,” using the Home Movie Day model of “access-in-order-
to-preserve” as a case in point.26 In terms of building awareness about home 
movies and how they should be cared for, Home Movie Day is an international 
success story that relies upon the premise of using historical film equipment to 
project unique film prints. Started in 2002 by a group of moving image archi-
vists concerned about people lacking access to their family histories by virtue of 
an inability to project them coupled with the threat that original film materials 
were being discarded after digitization, Home Movie Day created a context in 
which people could both see their home movies projected and learn how to take 
care of them. 

These events rely upon volunteers who have access to the equipment (typi-
cally 16mm, 8mm, super8; more recently also including VHS) and who possess 
the ability to use it. Although Home Movie Day emphasizes access to content, 
historic projection equipment must be used to provide this access. The Center 
for Home Movies does not take a position on training individuals hosting Home 
Movie Days on how to use projectors; rather, it focuses on appreciation of and 
preservation of the original film materials. 

Home Movie Day has significantly increased knowledge—both in the gen-
eral public and in archives—about these materials, despite the calculated risks 
of possible damage during the act of projection at events. The event has saved 
many thousands of home movies from the dumpster and encouraged their pres-
ervation in both personal and institutional collections. As a result of the Center 
for Home Movies’ advocacy, home movies have been added to the Library of 
Congress’s National Film Registry, and “A growing number of local archives, 
museums, and historical societies are interested in collecting home movies of 
regular people—not just celebrities and major events.”27 Projection has, in this 
case, directly led to preservation.

Home Movie Day is a testament to the efficacy of preserving—in this case 
unique, small-gauge—film through use. If home movies are treated only as 
inconsequential or, at the other extreme, only as precious artifacts, then they 
risk being unseen and lost. Of course, home movies were produced by the tens 
of thousands and were always intended to be projected by the individuals who 
produced them. But, because the knowledge of how to use a film projector is 
no longer widespread, the fate of home movies mirrors the larger dilemma 
confronting the archivist who lacks the technical know-how to work with ana-
logue projection in any format, let alone the mechanical ability to work with a 
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technology that no living person has seen in action. While the solution to such 
lack of training is part of a much larger discussion, the Association of Moving 
Image Archivists’ (AMIA) Small Gauge Amateur Film Committee regularly offers 
small format projection workshops at its annual conference to provide hands-on 
projection tutorials along with basic maintenance and repair skills. The equip-
ment itself can last a long time with basic maintenance procedures like lubrica-
tion, skills that can be taught through workshops at national conventions and 
even through online resources.

What We Learn by Using Projectors

In the United States, significant motion picture projector and camera col-
lections reside in both private and institutional hands, in archives, in libraries, 
and in museums. An informal survey of a few of these—including the George 
Eastman Museum, the Academy of Motion Pictures, the Smithsonian Institution, 
and the Museum of the Moving Image—suggests that some of the largest and 
most significant collections of historical motion picture equipment are rarely (if 
ever) used to demonstrate how such historical equipment works.28 The George 
Eastman Museum appears to be the most active in this area. It occasionally runs 
projectors for visitors, including its hand-cranked Lubin and Lumiére cameras 
(using LED bulbs as a safe light source). The museum also puts on historic pro-
cess workshops in which participants make, perforate, and shoot 35mm film 
(usually using a Bell and Howell Eyemo), which is processed and projected as 
part of the experience.29 However, most institutions exhibit cameras or projec-
tors for the public in vitrines, if at all. They become unmoving objects meant to 
be looked at, but not seen in action.

Referring to Don Malkames’s collection of over a hundred historic projec-
tors, in 1957 Bernard Plakun recalled the “memorable experience” of getting to 
“see and handle the material on the shelves, and to hear Malkames glowingly 
describe the place that each piece occupied in the history of motion pictures.”30 
Such hands-on, anecdotal knowledge has played an essential role in preserv-
ing film history. Malkames produced his own 35mm films describing and 
demonstrating the equipment in his collection, which were shown at Society 
for Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) conferences in the late 
1950s. However, these films—The History and Development of the 35mm Projector and  
The Motion Picture Camera—focus exclusively on 35mm technology.31

The George Eastman Museum, the American Society of Cinematographers 
Museum, the Academy of Motion Pictures Film Archive, and the University of 
Southern California’s (USC) Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive each have 
significant historic motion picture camera collections. USC’s collection was 
built over the years by Herbert E. Farmer, who began preserving motion picture 
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technology in the 1930s. Farmer advocated for using the technology in USC’s 
collection instead of restricting it to storage, which often came in handy as USC 
had very little equipment in the 1930s and 1940s and so maintaining older film 
equipment was necessary for the school to produce and exhibit new films. For 
example, Farmer used early 35mm suitcase projectors such as the Simplex and 
DeVry types to project films; he even modified silent machines from the teens 
and twenties, like the Powers #6, by adding a motor drive and sound head. 

Having already positioned our intervention in archival discussions about 
preservation and access in relation to the home movie, it is fitting to turn to 
early small-gauge formats as examples of how handling and use can generate 
knowledge about film history. Building on the ethos of Farmer’s practical tinker-
ing and use, what follows explores two historical formats that Dino Everett has 
repaired, tweaked, and publicly demonstrated: the 17.5mm Ikonograph film pro-
jection system from 1907, which might have become the first American home 
movie system had the enterprise not failed in its third year of business; and 
Thomas Edison’s Home Kinetoscope from 1912, another failed attempt to enter 
the home market. Both of these were intended for lay use. In addition to han-
dling the machines and projecting original films using them, Everett has also 
digitized films for preservation and access purposes. Through the process of 
activating equipment that would otherwise be sitting on shelves in storage and 
by projecting original film in formats largely forgotten and almost never exhib-
ited today, we are intentionally disrupting the practice of protecting histori-
cal film equipment and (in this case, idiosyncratic) film materials by not using 
them. The prevailing practice perpetuates a kind of technological amnesia that 
will only accelerate in the digital age as fewer archivists are trained in analogue 
technologies of projection (and camera operation). 

The Ikonograph

Although neither the first nor the only, the 1907 Ikonograph projector is 
an early device produced for home exhibition. It used 17.5mm nitrate film, a 
mere 1.5mm different from what would become the standard 16mm home and 
nontheatrical movie film gauge produced largely on acetate stock starting in 
1923.32 The reason for the fairly widespread use of the 17.5mm gauge is intuitive: 
it is easy to split unperforated 35mm, thereby making 17.5mm a more afford-
able alternative by half. The location and nature of the perforations, with analo-
gous modifications to the projecting equipment, are the key variables between 
different versions of 17.5mm film, several of which predated the Ikonograph. 

The New York City–based Ikonograph Company was incorporated 
in 1907 with credit for the device’s invention given to Enoch Jay Rector.33 
Rector had worked on several other professional motion picture cameras and 
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projectors, including with W. K. L. Dickson in Thomas Edison’s laboratory on the  
Kinetograph, Edison Company’s first motion picture camera.34 In 1902, Rector 
patented the Vitak system, which used 11mm wide film and, as historian Alan 
Katelle points out, “is believed to be the first US made projector using non-
standard film designed specifically for amateur use.”35 The Vitak system strongly 
resembled what was to become the Ikonograph system. 

In July 1907, a Talking Machine World advertisement optimistically declared 
the Ikonograph to be “a perfect moving picture machine.”36 Just three years 
later, the New York Times published bankruptcy notices for the company, fol-
lowed shortly by notice of a sale of its assets.37 The rapid failure of the 
Ikonograph system rested partly on confusion about its applications. Several 

FIGURE 1.  Examples of 17.5mm film from the USC Hugh M. Hefner Moving Image Archive. From left to 
right: Ernemann Kino (1903), Ikonograph (1907), and Biokam (1899). Photograph by Dino Everett, USC.

FIGURE 2.  Ikonograph Company of American incorporation notice, New York Times, February 1907
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advertisements, for example, caution consumers that the Ikonograph is not a 
toy, a magic lantern, or a stereopticon machine, suggesting a misperception 
deriving from its initial marketing.38 Its biggest downfall, however, was the 
scant availability of films. Because buyers could not project non-Ikonograph 
17.5mm films due to the system’s proprietary perforations, and also given the 
relatively short runtime of the limited number of films available, this lack of 
content would have been frustrating for early adopters. One advertisement 
mentions that manufacturers “propose to get out from fifteen to twenty-five 
new subjects each month,” comparing this mode of distribution to the way that 
consumers acquired new records for their phonographs. But the technologies 
were not really comparable in this way, and an exchange program—much like 
the initial Netflix DVD-through-the-mail program—would have been both cum-
bersome and costly in 1908. 

USC’s archives has two different Ikonograph projectors. The first is the 
Model B, which came mounted on a board along with a lamphouse.39 The board 
is designed with a small cutout to let the film fall through once it runs through 
the gate, so the operator must lean the projector forward, creating unavoidable 
instability, which we only learned as Everett first projected a reel. The film roll 
was originally held up by a small metal rod, but these are missing from almost 
all surviving examples, indicating that this piece likely broke off—another prob-
able source of user frustration. The slot in the board did allow the operator to 
drape the smaller five- and ten-foot circular rolls to allow for continuous, repeat 

FIGURE 3.  The first Ikonograph advertisement to appear in The Talking Machine World, June 15, 1907
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projection. Another unique aspect of the projector, which advertisements never 
mention and is only discoverable through use, is that because the film is driven 
solely by a claw, it is just as easy to project in reverse as it is forward.40 For short 
subjects, which the Ikonograph offered almost exclusively, making a dog run 
and jump in reverse, or a fire truck run backward, allowed actuality footage to 
be enlivened or even made humorous, a selling point on which the company 
did not capitalize. 

FIGURE 4.  Ikonograph advertisement, The Talking Machine World, July 15, 1907
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The second example in the USC archives is the later Model D. This model 
seems more robust in construction than the Model B, though it is not as gentle 
on film. This might not have mattered as much in 1907, but, more than a cen-
tury later, it makes all the difference in the world. The claw operates through 
a combination of the gear turned by the hand crank, which is tied to a beater 
movement that in turn pushes a third eight-pin gear to operate as the claw. 
There is no fire shutter on the example held at USC, which would have pro-
tected the flammable nitrate film from a light source likely to ignite it if the 
film stood in place for long. While the mechanism on the Model B is under 
the film gate, the one on the Model D is behind the gate, which pivots out to 
facilitate threading. This increased distance from the heat of the lamp perhaps 
negated the need for the fire shutter.

Compared to many of the other early amateur projectors held at USC, the 
Model B appears to be one of the best hand-cranked projectors ever produced. 
Much of its technical achievement has to do with its simplicity, which was also 
a limitation as the projector could only handle very small rolls of film; if the 
projector had to pull hard enough to rotate a larger, heavier reel, it would have 
easily damaged the film. The Ikonograph projector was therefore really only 
suited to handle very short films and would not have been a good candidate 
for showing longer movies. Because all Ikonograph projectors are claw driven, 
neither model could have easily pulled even the 69- or 150-foot films that the 
company advertised, at least not without damaging them and quickly rendering 
them unprojectable.

FIGURE 5.  The diminutive Ikonograph projector Model B, mounted on a board, with 17.5mm film. Photo-
graph by Dino Everett, USC.
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In July 1907, Ikonograph boasted having thirty available films, ranging 
from 10 to 69 feet in length—with only one film in the longer category.41 A 
10-foot film would have lasted anywhere from ten to twenty seconds depend-
ing on the rate of crank, so these offerings are truly short for 1907 audiences, 
who had experienced films of durations well beyond the twenty-second novelty 
phase of American cinema’s first years in the 1890s.42 The titles listed in their 
advertisements were also throwbacks: “Reading a Letter,” “Cake Walk,” “Baby’s 
Bath,” and “Water Fall” suggest the short skits and spectacle films typical of 
the 1890s. For this reason, they do not seem like purpose-made films but rather 
recycled films, likely taken from other producers well after their original com-
mercial lifespan, a common practice of the period before films had copyright 
protections. 

By offering short films on 
a loop, the projectionist would 
not have had to worry about any 
sort of take up or rethreading 
and instead could keep crank-
ing the film until the short 
comic gag or spectacle wore 
off. After using the Ikonograph, 
it is hard to imagine what 150 
feet of film piled up on the floor 
below might have looked like. 
Even the earliest models of pro-
fessional 35mm projectors that 
dropped projected film into 
baskets had a maximum roll of 
roughly 50 feet, another indica-
tion of the engineering limits 
of this system.

Although we have not been 
able to track down a complete 
Ikonograph film catalog, if one 
ever existed, we are aware of a 
handful of Ikonograph films in 
American film archives, so the 
films themselves are truly rare. 
This raises a secondary but 
important issue with nonstan-
dard film material, which often 
get misidentified by archives, 

FIGURE 6.  The first time The Talking Machine World listed 
a substantial body of Ikonograph films was in the July 15, 
1907, issue.
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left out of catalogs, or placed into an “unidentified” category. 16mm is always 
16mm; but 17.5mm existed in many different iterations and was produced by 
numerous companies. In terms of the Ikonograph films in collections that we 
are aware of, Northeast Historic Films has Ikonograph #78, The Tramp’s Bath (40 
feet) and USC has five Ikonograph films, which Everett digitized before project-
ing: #32, Disappearing Tramp; #72, The Magic Face; #101, New York Fire Scene; #133, 
A Quick Shave; and #138, The Faithful Friend.43 

When we projected a selection of Ikonograph films at the Association of 
Moving Image Archivists conference in 2018, the design of the separate lam-
phouse made it easy to switch over to a safe modern light source, which is 
necessary as the Ikonograph films are nitrate. For the light source, Everett used 
an old Kodaslide Highlux III slide projector, which has a built-in fan cooling 
system to ensure that the light never got hot enough to cause damage. With 
this setup, the overall quality of the projected image was surprisingly good. 
In addition to the modified light source, Everett used a lens from a Bell and 
Howell 16mm projector because we knew that we could not darken the hotel 
conference room enough, necessitating increased brightness from the projec-
tor. In 1907, the image would have been smaller and dimmer, not unlike other 
early home projectors; this would have been compounded by the poor print 
quality of Ikonograph films. In 1907, The Talking Machine World declared that the 
Ikonograph had as “clear image quality” as “the most expensive machines,” with 
“no flickering.”44 By replicating exhibition with original film in an original pro-
jector, even with modifications, we now know that this was wishful promotion.

FIGURE 7.  The original red can containing a 10-foot Ikonograph film, The Magic Face. Photograph by Dino 
Everett, USC.
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In his oral history, Alan Katelle deems the Ikonograph “one of the better 
amateur motion picture projectors for that era,” possessing a “nicely built lamp 
house with a chimney.”45 Though the Ikonograph failed in the marketplace, 
it is an important, transitional piece of projection equipment. Preserving the 
films distributed for use in the Ikonograph is of little value when compared to 
experiencing the equipment itself. Despite what seems like an especially conve-
nient size, for example (the projector is around eight inches high and six inches 
long), if the operator uses one hand to crank the film and the other to focus 
the lens it becomes extremely easy to bounce the projector, causing the image 
on the screen to be unsteady on top of already mediocre image quality. Most 
hand-cranked projectors were much heavier, making them less portable but 
correcting this wobble problem. These kinds of observations can be discerned 
only through use.

Edison’s Home Kinetoscope

The Ikonograph company is one of the many hundreds of failed film pio-
neer enterprises. Thomas Edison’s company, on the other hand, was successful 

FIGURE 8.  Catalog for the Edison Home Kinetoscope. Courtesy of the Edison Historic Site.
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enough to withstand numerous entrepreneurial failures, including its own 
unsuccessful foray into the home exhibition market in 1912 with its 22mm 
Home Kinetoscope, a precursor to nontheatrical 16mm projection systems of 
the 1920s. Sold to the public with marketing reminiscent of the Ikonograph as a 
“biograph that a child can handle, and that an ordinary living room can hold,” 
Edison’s Home Kinetoscope was inspired by the inventor’s desire to promote 
film’s use in educational settings and in the home.46 The Home Kinetoscope hit 
the market in 1912 and was abandoned by the end of 1914.47 

The Home Kinetoscope projected both its own idiosyncratic 22mm gauge 
film as well as lantern slides, allowing it to be pitched as a versatile device. It 
had multiple choices for lenses and light sources: acetylene gas, a Nernst lamp 
(electric bulb), and a baby arc lamp (the strongest light source of the three). 

FIGURE 9.  Catalog for the Edison Home Kinetoscope listing class D through H films. Courtesy of the Edison 
Historic Site.
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The quality of the lens and light source determined the throw and size of the 
projected image. When Everett projected a Home Kinetoscope from USC’s collec-
tion at the 2013 AMIA conference, he used a projector with Model C lenses and 
modified the internal lighting to a modern halogen bulb with a fan for cooling. 
The Edison Company divided the films for this system into classes, ranging from 
A to H, with purchase prices from $2 to $20 based on the “cost of their produc-
tion,” which was directly proportional to the length of the film.48 When an 
owner tired of a film, he or she could send the film back to Home Kinetoscope 
in exchange for another film in the same class for the price of an exchange 
fee—putting into action a version of the Ikonograph plan. 

The film used by the Edison Home Kinetoscope is 22mm wide with three 
separate rows of vertically running images with perforations in the small spaces 
between the three rows. The operator cranks forward to project the first row 
of images until “a tiny white spot” appears on the screen; then, using a shift-
ing device, the projectionist adjusts the “baby” film (as Edison’s own brochure 
described it) over to project the next row by cranking in the opposite direction; 
and, finally, shifting the film once more and cranking a third time, now in a 
forward direction, to project the final row of images.49 A little labor intensive, 
perhaps—though promotional demonstrations of the technology focused on 
showing that “this work is performed without fatigue”—but also an efficient 
way to provide full-length films on a fraction of the film material that would 

FIGURE 10.  The unusual three-row, 22mm Edison Home Kinetoscope film threaded into the hand-cranked 
projector. Photograph by Dino Everett, USC.
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have been needed to project the same images at 35mm size.50 Each of the Edison 
Home Kinetoscope frames measures only 5.7mm wide, making the film “perhaps 
the narrowest gauge ever commercially employed” with “seventy frames . . . 
crammed into one foot in each row, as opposed to 16 frames per foot in standard 
film,” allowing “an incredible 210 frames to fit into one foot of film stock.”51 

The Home Kinetoscope turns out to be one of the most confusing projec-
tion systems to actually use. Some of its unique aspects that were touted as sell-
ing points are also its greatest flaws. First and foremost, while the three rows 
of images allowed the Edison Company to put a full thousand feet of 35mm 
material onto a single reel, this also contributed to most of the damage found 
on surviving films. Because the user had to crank the reel three different times 
to view the entire film, if a perforation is damaged in the first pass, then that 
damage is sure to get worse over the course of the second and third passes. 
Damaging the reel across the entire width of the film affects three separate sec-
tions of the content instead of just one. 

FIGURE 11.  22mm Edison Home Kinetoscope Projector. Photograph by Dino Everett, USC.
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Another contributor to the damage evident on surviving Home Kinetoscope 
films is the confusing way that the single metal spring belt must be placed 
to get the mechanism to easily crank the reels in both directions. If not well 
placed, or if the tension on the spring is not perfect, then one end of the film 
(either feed side or take up) will not move properly and will get caught up and 
damaged. The Edison Home Kinetoscope was likely to damage the film in an 
array of ways simply through normal use, making replicating its safe use today 
a special challenge.

The Edison Company tried to convince the public that the projector 
was “safe,” easy to use, well designed, and even comparable in quality to the 
Edison projectors being used for theatrical exhibition.52 But few users actually 
exchanged films, suggesting a skeptical public and anemic sales. Ben Singer 
sums up the death of the system: “marketing mistakes, technological imper-
fections, a misperceived cultural environment, economic disincentives, basic 
inconveniences, and an act of God [a fire at Edison’s New Jersey facilities]” 
conspired to end the life of the Home Kinetoscope not long after its market 
debut.53 A fitting summation appears in a November 18, 1916, classified adver-
tisement for an Edison Home Kinetoscope with several film subjects and a book 
of exchange coupons for $50—less than half of what it would have fetched when 
first introduced to the market, but not yet, at least, so pitiful a sum as to indi-
cate complete obsolescence. 

Singer wonders if the system “ever really gave a good picture, even when 
running perfectly.”54 This can, of course, be discerned through use. Even at its 
smoothest operation, the Home Kinetoscope still enlarges a projected image 
from crudely printed, roughly 6mm film. The content of the films available on 
the system seems at first seems promising and far ranging (at least compared 
to Ikonograph offerings), but the projected quality is, like its failed predecessor, 
not good. Competition from another home format released at the same time, 
28mm from Pathé, likely compounded the system’s problems in the market-
place. The 28mm format was almost as high quality as professional 35mm being 
used in movie houses; the Home Kinetoscope was in fact closer to the quality of 
a toy projector, while also being considerably more complicated to use. 

Some films were specifically shot for the Home Kinetoscope (as opposed 
to being recycled), and the catalog boasted around 160 different titles at its 
peak. The single film in USC’s collection is a reduction print of a film that the 
Edison Kinetogram described, upon its original release for the 35mm market on 
September 10, 1909, as an 810-foot-long “Fantastic Comedy.”55 One of the first 
things we noticed when projecting The Amateur William Tell is how susceptible to 
damage the Edison Home Kinetoscope films were and how cautious Everett had 
to be to avoid harming the film. The projector utilizes a gear-driven claw that is 
coupled with a belt-driven film transport. Because the two are only connected 
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via a wire wound belt, which can slip, they can easily fall slightly out of sync, 
which can cause the film to be pulled through the gate more slowly than the 
claw. If this happens, the pin of the claw protrudes into the film itself instead of 
into the perforated hole, instantly causing damage. Once damage occurs to one 
small section of film, that damage can quickly create new damage to a nearby 
section as the film enters the pressure plate. 

In addition to this, the film Everett projected was poorly printed and 
showed significant printed dirt, indicating that quality was not a primary con-
cern at the time of its production. In fact, when the picture is enlarged, the 
action looks like it is taking place in a light snowstorm, with white specks 
appearing across the screen, a condition that can be observed in Everett’s digiti-
zation. The system’s mechanical flaws are easily made apparent when running a 
print through the projector. This is precisely why it is important to continue to 
operate historical technology even with its attendant risks (in this case to a film 
that is rare as a 22mm artifact but is not otherwise unique in terms of content) 
and to transfer the knowledge of how to do this to future generations. This is 
the only way to ensure an understanding of the complexities, innovations, and 
deficiencies of the film formats and projectors that came and went during film’s 
first decades, an essential part of the story of how inventors, producers, and 
distributors tried to expand their reach and how audiences projected moving 
images for themselves. 

Conclusion

Archivists should consider the range of what matters in the preservation 
of film history. Is it better to use archival film originals and equipment to dem-
onstrate rare or nonstandard film formats such as the Ikonograph and Edison 
Kinetoscope, or to let nonstandard formats and projection equipment remain 
inert mysteries of the past? Is it more responsible to project original films, to 
avoid using originals by producing new prints to demonstrate such systems, or 
to digitize archival film to create access to the images alone?56 While our focus 
here has been on film equipment and the film meant to be projected in it, this 
logic applies not only to film projectors, cameras, and film; kindred arguments 
about the value of preservation through use can be and have been made for 
analogue audio recording equipment and audio reel-to-reel, camcorders and 
VHS players, and photographic film cameras and slide projectors, though these 
technologies are generally simpler and more intuitive to operate than the film 
projectors discussed here. 

Acknowledging the anxieties that confronted the Home Movie Day found-
ers when first considering their projection events, Snowden Becker writes that 
“Even though film was made to be projected, improper projection can do far 
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greater damage to film—reaming out sprocket holes by the dozen, burning 
jammed film, or scratching fragile emulsion—than storage under adverse con-
ditions or any other form of mishandling.” She goes on: “Film archives that 
projected unpreserved originals from their own collections would be called 
negligent (or worse) within the film preservation community.” However, the 
benefits of projection outweighed these deterrants—it was “a calculated—and 
carefully controlled—risk.”57 

Anxieties about damage that have permeated the archival field for many 
decades presume that projection equals destruction. And, while even careful 
projection can cause damage, this should not be the only or even the primary 
way archival professionals decide whether or not to project a film. Projection 
that results in damage is typically unskilled or out-of-practice, or is incurred 
while using poorly maintained or misunderstood equipment. If, in fact, com-
mitment to the preservation of moving image history should mean far more 
than preserving just the content of films, it should also mean that at least some 
archivists can and do regularly project archival originals. 

The Council of Library and Information Resources’ (CLIR) 2001 report on 
the status of the artifact in library collections acknowledges the special chal-
lenges posed by media equipment collections due to lack of technical knowl-
edge, access to functional equipment, or availability of skilled repair people. 
However, film projection involves a fairly rudimentary skill set. Throughout 
the twentieth century, tens of thousands of people safely operated projectors 
of all sorts, including children running 16mm projectors in classrooms all over 
the world. With training and practice, archivists who have the basic skills in 
place can easily encounter an unfamiliar projector and safely use it. Pointing 
specifically to film, the CLIR report adds that the “physical artifact itself is an 
endangered species that warrants special measures to ensure its survival,” the 
very logic that sometimes ends up being used to stymie the projection of histori-
cal materials.58 The report concludes that “Technology is increasing the fidelity 
of reformatting so successfully that most researchers do not need access to the 
original.”59 This is a dangerous logic that risks relegating film historical inquiry 
to the realm of digital content. 

Todd Gustavson, technology curator at the Eastman Museum, believes that 
the challenge of the field’s current state of technical amnesia is twofold. First, 
it is getting harder to find archivists with the skills to comfortably use his-
torical projection technologies. Gustavson explains that “in the old days, some 
mechanical knowledge was part of the job but today that’s not the case.”60 He 
suspects that after his generation of archival and museum professionals has 
retired, the next generation will likely not have the knowledge to run the equip-
ment that they are tasked with preserving. “They aren’t necessarily difficult [to 
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operate],” Gustavson notes of early projectors, “but they have idiosyncrasies and 
don’t necessarily come with owner’s manuals or spare parts.”61 

The second challenge is that institutions are very wary of risking any 
damage: to equipment, which is expensive to repair, further stressing already 
overtaxed preservation budgets, or to archived film materials. With this in 
mind, it is worth remembering that Home Movie Day was initiated outside of 
any particular institution. The lesson here may be that film archivists need to 
be creative about how to work with equipment and film, and to question the 
boundaries placed upon such use by their institutions. It is beyond the scope of 
this essay to suggest which archives or museums might best bear the responsi-
bility for this kind of work—clearly it cannot be every film-holding institution’s 
purview to maintain and exhibit diverse collections of projection equipment and 
film gauges. But conversations about the importance of this kind of preservation 
and access work need to be brought to the fore. Archivists should not be afraid 
to reanimate projectors, nor to push back against their marginalization and rel-
egation to storage. One irony of the present situation, Gustavson observes, is 
that film equipment will last much longer than film but will likely be reduced to 
existing as sculpture: “It is part of the history that’s going to get lost.”62
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